Instructions and Company Profiles

BUSINESSMASTER - MINTMASTER
Knowing, investing, cashing in – a reflection of entrepreneurial reality. In BUSINESSMASTER and MINTMASTER
you can, if you have the relevant entrepreneurial knowhow, found, buy and sell companies, invest in them and
turn them into a public limited company.
In the BUSINESSMASTER edition, question cards
about economy ensure that luck and strategy are not
the only decisive factors but also entrepreneurial knowhow. To be able to meet the demands of an international
working environment, the entire game can be played
both in German and English. The question cards are
divided into a “Junior” and a “Senior” version and can
therefore be used in all school levels and types.

The player who at the end of the agreed playing period
of the game owns the most companies and has the most
cash, is the winner. The player achieves this by founding
as many profit-making companies as possible, investing
in them and turning them into a public limited company
to achieve the highest possible yield.
Contents
1 game plan, 2 dice, 6 game pins, 20 red investment
symbols, 20 yellow PLC symbols, 90 bank cards, 30
ownership cards, euro playing money.
BUSINESSMASTER: 120 “Junior” question cards as well
as 120 “Senior” question cards (both in German/English).
MINTMASTER: 480 question cards (German)

The MINTMASTER edition was designed for pupils of
7th to 9th grade. The questions are on the school subjects
Maths, Computer Science, Biology, Physics, Chemistry
and Technology and are only available in German. Bank
cards are included in German and English language.

The game fields
1 START field
2 BANK fields (Raiffeisenbank)
7 ACTION fields (including 3 corner squares)
3 "Wiener Stadtwerke" fields
27 COMPANY fields

Fig. 1 Game symbols

Investment symbol (red)

The object of the game
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PLC symbol (yellow)

Preparing for the game

Start of the game

2 to 6 players can take part in the game. If you are playing
the BUSINESSMASTER you must decide whether you are
going to play in German or in English and then whether
“Junior” or “Senior” question cards are to be used.

Each player selects one of the 6 game pieces and places
them on the start field. Each player throws the dice
once and the player with the highest number starts.
The remaining players continue playing in a clockwise
direction. Always throw both dice.

The bank cards and the question cards selected are then
shuffled and placed face down on the marked fields on
the game plan.
One of the players is selected to be the banker who
manages the bank and the capital for the duration of the
game. The banker now pays each player a starting capital
of 3,000 euros playing money.
To speed up the game, 2-3 companies can be selected
from the stack of the ownership cards before the start
of the game and the founding value must be paid to the
bank.

Founding
If a player lands on a company that is not yet owned
by another player, the player to his left picks the top
question card from the card stack and asks the first of
the 3 questions, the “Founding question” (BUSINESSMASTER) or one of the three questions (MINTMASTER).
If the answer is correct, the player gets the ownership
card of the company from the bank and pays the bank
the founding costs listed on the card.

Fig. 2 Question card

The remaining bank notes and the (remaining) ownership
cards remain in the bank. The bank sells all valuables to
the players according to the following rules:
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Investment
If the player lands on one of his companies a second
time, he must answer an “Investment question” (one
random question on the card in the MINTMASTER
edition). If the answer is correct he may invest, he
pays the investment costs to the bank according to the
ownership card and receives a red investment symbol
from the bank, which he places on his company. An
investment can only be made once per company.
Conversion to a public limited company (PLC)
If a player has already invested in one of his companies
and lands on the same company again, he can convert
it into a public limited company if he answers a “PLC
question” correctly (one random question on the card
in the MINTMASTER edition). When answering the
question correctly and paying the corresponding costs,
the player can exchange the red investment symbol for
a yellow PLC symbol. Only one PLC can be founded per
company.
Awarding of contract
If a player lands on a company that has already been
founded, he must award the company a contract and
pay the player who owns the company the amount
listed on the ownership card (contract after founding,
after investment and after PLC).
Passing the start field
Each time a player passes the start field the bank pays
him a grant of 400 euros. If he lands directly on the start
field he receives a grant of 800 euros.
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Fig. 3 Ownership card

“ACTION” fields (No. 4, 11, 14, 21, 28, 31 and 38)
These fields are event fields where the player must
follow the instructions listed on the field.
„Wiener Stadtwerke“-fields (No. 5, 30, 39)
These fields are special company fields: The more
companies of Wiener Stadtwerke you own, the higher is
the price of a contract for the ones landing on this field.
“BANK” fields (No. 7 and 24)
If a player lands on a bank field of Raiffeisenbank, he
lifts off the top card from the bank card stack, reads it
out loud and clear and must then follow the instructions.
Credits or debts
Taking out a credit or going into debt is not permitted.
Contracts always have to be paid immediately. If a
player is no longer in a position to pay his debts, he
must auction off one or several of his companies to the
highest bidder. The reserve price is generally 50 % of
the founding costs.

End of game
The player who has the highest number of assets
(companies, cash) at the end of the agreed playing
period wins the game.
Assets accounting
Assets are calculated as follows:
1) Companies = founding costs + if available,
investment costs + PLC costs
2) + Cash
At www.schoolgames.eu/events you can download
calculation sheets:
SG21AT_Schlussabrechnung.pdf

Fig. 4 Bank card
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Company Profiles

ams AG
Tobelbaderstrasse 30, 8141 Premstaetten, Austria
Phone: +43 3136 500-0
E-mail: sensors@ams.com, Applications > via the Career Portal on the Website / Inquiries: HR@ams.com
Web: www.ams.com and www.ams-osram.com
Industry: Semiconductor /Electronics industry
Employees: ~ 30,000 worldwide

The ams Group, including the listed companies ams AG
as parent company and OSRAM Licht AG, is a global
leader in optical solutions. By adding intelligence to light
and passion to innovation, we enrich people’s lives. This
is what we mean by Sensing is Life.
With over 110 years of combined history, our core is
defined by imagination, deep engineering expertise
and the ability to provide global industrial capacity
in sensor and light technologies. We create exciting
innovations that enable our customers in the consumer,
automotive, healthcare and industrial sectors maintain
their competitive edge and drive innovation that meaningfully improves the quality of life in terms of health,
safety and convenience, while reducing impact on the
environment.

Our around 30,000 employees worldwide focus on
innovation across sensing, illumination and visualization
to make journeys safer, medical diagnosis more accurate
and daily moments in communication a richer experience. Our work creates technology for breakthrough
applications, which is reflected in over 15,000 patents
granted and applied. Headquartered in Premstaetten/
Graz (Austria) with a co-headquarter in Munich (Germany),
the group achieved well over USD 5 billion combined
revenues in 2020.
To find out more about us on https://ams-osram.com
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Office of the Upper Austrian Land Government
Bahnhofplatz 1, 4021 Linz
Phone: 0732/7720-11201
E-mail: pers.post@ooe.gv.at, web: www.land-oberoesterreich.gv.at/karriereportal
Sector: Public service
Number of employees: about 9.500

Who we are:
The Land (Federal State) of Upper Austria is one of the
largest and leading employers in our country. With us,
you find pioneering jobs and diverse opportunities to
develop your talents. Together with us, you contribute
to making Upper Austria successful and increasing the
quality of life. As an employer, the Land of Upper Austria
offers you over 80 professions in 265 offices at 180
different locations.
Career opportunities for committed beginners and
promoters, individual opportunities for training and
further education:
Being a beginner, we offer you interesting training programs from “Karriere mit Lehre” (“Career with apprenticeship”) to trainee programs for lawyers, technicians
and high school graduates.
Tailored offers for training and further education help
you to overcome new challenges.
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Peers already accompany your entry into the public
service. Personality development and technical training
are important to us. We also offer special courses for
managers and potential carriers.
Your options and perspectives at a glance:
• Various tasks and professions
• Interesting challenges in a dynamic environment
• Career opportunities for committed beginners and
promoters
• Long-term employment prospects
• Individual education and training opportunities
• Fairness, security and transparency
• Flexible working time models for the compatibility of
professional and private life
• Attractive social and additional benefits
• Team spirit, appreciation and respect

AUVA
Allgemeine Unfallversicherungsanstalt
AUVA Central Office: Adalbert-Stifter-Straße 65, 1200 Vienna
Phone: +43 (0) 5 / 93 93-20000, Fax: +43 (0) 5 / 93 93-20606
E-mail: HAL@auva.at, Web: www.auva.at

Who we are
AUVA provides 320,000 businesses and about 4.5
Million people with statutory insurance against the
economic, social and physical consequences of occupational accidents and occupational illnesses.
AUVA finances its responsibilities almost entirely
through compulsory contributions from employers and
assumes liability for occupational accidents and the
onset of occupational illnesses. Its core responsibilities
are the prevention of occupational accidents as well as
treatment and rehabilitation, with the goal of returning
accident victims and those suffering from occupational
illnesses to the workforce as quickly as possible. Providing financial compensation is another of AUVA's main
roles. These four duties allow for an integrated and
efficient accident insurance with strong economic and
social benefits.
Cutting-edge medical services
AUVA runs a Vienna trauma centre with locations in
Meidling and Brigittenau/Lorenz Böhler, a trauma hospital in Styria with outposts in Graz and Kalwang, further
trauma centres in Linz, Salzburg and Klagenfurt, and
rehabilitation centres in Meidling (Vienna), Weißer Hof
(UA), Häring (Tyrol) and Tobelbad (Styria). Over 370,000

patients – more than 46,000 of whom are inpatients –
receive world-class treatment at all of AUVA's medical
facilities each year.
Comprehensive rehabilitation
In addition to so-called medical rehabilitation, AUVA
also offers numerous services in the field of social
rehabilitation (advice with regard to renovations to your
home, adjustments to your car, etc.) and professional
rehabilitation (such as any retraining measures that are
required).
Prevention is better than cure!
For AUVA, however, it is much more important that an
occupational accident or occupational illness is prevented
in the first place. The priority for AUVA is therefore
prevention, as preventing accidents and occupational
illnesses is the most effective way to reduce the costs
incurred for the three other core tasks of treatment,
rehabilitation and financial compensation of accident
victims. Every euro invested in the field of prevention
counts: every euro invested in accident prevention saves
EUR 3.60 in resulting direct and indirect costs.
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BearingPoint GmbH
Seering 6, 8141 Premstätten
E-mail: officegraz@bearingpoint.com
Web: https://www.bearingpoint.com/
Sector: Consulting/IT

Who we are:
BearingPoint is one of the leading international
management and technology consultancies, uniquely
uniting consulting know-how and IT competence. Our
4,300 employees worldwide develop digital strategies
and business models, optimize processes, and plan IT
architecture for leading companies of all sectors and
public organizations. We view ourselves as important
partners to our customers, accompanying their journeys into a successful digital era. In Austria there are
currently 500 employees at our locations in Vienna and
Graz. We are always looking for intelligent and creative
people for our national and international projects.
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The base of our success:
Our motivated and qualified employees are the key
to our success. By using agile methods of software
development, we achieve fast and flexible software
solutions, minimize risk and attain interest from
customers on a global scale.

BIPA Parfumerien Gesellschaft m.b.H.
Industriezentrum NÖ-Süd, Straße 3, Objekt 16, 2355 Wiener Neudorf
Phone: 0800 207 007
E-mail: shop@bipa.at, Web: www.bipa.at
Sector: Retail, Number of Employees: about 4,000

BIPA Parfumerien Gesellschaft m.b.H., based in Wiener
Neudorf, was founded in 1980 and is part of the REWE
International AG. With approximately 600 stores BIPA
is the largest drugstore retailer in Austria. As a partner
of the jö Bonus Club BIPA is offering a special program
with attractive offers and numerous benefits for its
regular customers.
BIPA is a modern budget drugstore offering a wide
product range including make-up, fragrances, body
care, baby care and household goods with over 15,000
different products from international brands as well as
private labels such as LOOK BY BIPA, bi good, Babywell,
BI CARE, BI HOME, BI LIFE and BI STYLED.
The company currently employs more than 4,000 people
in Austria and is certified by the government as a company especially focusing on high quality training and
education of apprentices already since many years. As
a human-centered organization, BIPA is committed to
provide high-quality training, development and career
opportunities for graduates, school leavers, experienced
professionals, people who seek a new career and those

returning after a career break. Therefore, BIPA invests
a lot into a warm welcome and well-dosed training
of all the newcomers. BIPA is 100% dedicated to its
customers and the shops spread a warm and family-like
working and customer atmosphere. Numerous awards
like the “Kurier Gütesiegel – Beliebter Arbeitgeber”
or the “Leading Employer” award demonstrate that
BIPA is one of the TOP employers in Austria, especially
also for apprentices.
With overall 98% female employees BIPA provides
individual part-time schemes, flexible working hours
and further support for all employees thus ensuring
a balanced work and family life. In 2013, for the first
time, BIPA was certified with the “berufundfamilie”
seal by the Federal Chancellery of Work, Family Affairs
and Youth and was recertified in 2016 and 2020.
“berufundfamilie” is an audit that helps BIPA to establish sustainable family-friendly measures to meet the
individual needs of all employees and to contribute to a
healthy work life balance.
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BRIDGE PERSONAL & SERVICE GmbH & Co KG
Am Arlandgrund 2, A-8045 Graz
Phone: +43 316/ 69 69 99, Fax: DDI - 260
E-mail: office@bridge.co.at, Web: bridge.co.at
Business: Personnel services, Number of employees: 500 (GJ 2008)

What is BRIDGE PERSONAL & SERVICE's mission?
Our mission is to bring people looking for work and
companies in need of employees together quickly and
fairly.
As a specialist in professional and technical employment,
BRIDGE PERSONAL offers a fair personal service to
companies and applicants.

personnel investments and therefore we mention
ourselves as the "fair specialists" of professional and
technological employment.

How does BRIDGE PERSONAL master this challenge?
To overcome this challenge, we employ two categories
of people, co-creators and actors.
"Co-creators" are the members of BRIDGE PERSONAL
internal team, headed by "FAIR PERSONAL AGENTS".
Together they form the fair bridge between applicants
and companies, creating a win -win -win situation
where quality counts.
Our employees can secure their own jobs through
commitment and team spirit. We offer them extensive
training and further education.
"Actors" - these are applicants who successfully
crossed this fair bridge. We take the time to get to know
these people, find the right job for our "actors" and
accompany them long-term.

How does BRIDGE PERSONAL respond to the needs
of young people?
Many young people do not always know which industry
or profession best suits to their personality. Within the
framework of the "FAIR BRIDGE COMMUNITY" we are
- especially for young people - also companions and
guides through the new world of employment.

What can clients/partners expect from BRIDGE PERSONAL?
We offer companies a transparent calculation of their
12 Company Profiles

What has BRIDGE PERSONAL done to protect the
environment?
We have been a climate-neutral company since 2020.

Who are the personalities behind BRIDGE PERSONAL
& SERVICE?
BRIDGE PERSONAL was founded in 2008 by
Ing. Andreas Jirka and his wife Christine Jirka. With
more than 30 years of experience in the industry, they
have successfully expanded the company centrally
throughout Europe. The company sees itself as "Fair
specialists for professional and technological employment" and at peak times, it provides up to 500 actors to
selected companies.

„Die Presse“
Hainburger Straße 33, 1030 Vienna
Phone: +43 1 51414-0
E-mail: Presse@diepresse.com, Web: www.diepresse.com
Sector: Media
Number of Employees: 250

For more than 170 years, “Die Presse” has been standing
for independent high-quality journalism – via all digital
platforms as well as in the daily print newspaper and
its supplements like “Luxury Estate”, “Fahrstil” and
“Schaufenster”. As a driver of innovation “Die Presse” is

continually promoting the Austrian economy with events
like the business award “Austria’s Leading Companies”
or the “Austria Gala” which honors the “Austrians of the
Year” for their outstanding achievements.
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ENGIE Austria Group
ENGIE Austria GmbH (Leberstraße 120, 1110 Vienna, e-mail: engie@at.engie.com)
• ENGIE Energie (1200 Vienna)
• ENGIE Gebäudetechnik (branch offices in Vienna, Lower Austria, Upper Austria, Carinthia, Styria)
• ENGIE Kältetechnik (branch offices in Vienna, Tyrol, Carinthia, Salzburg, Styria, Vienna)
• ENGIE Construction (Vienna)
Industry: building services & electrical engineering & control engineering, construction & energy supply

Who are we?
The ENGIE group is the largest global independent
energy provider with a special focus on clean energy
and environmentally friendly, sustainable solutions –
from low carbon power generation to the conception
and implementation of energy efficiency solutions for
modern buildings. Headquartered in Paris, ENGIE is represented in over 70 countries worldwide. The group
has 165,000 employees worldwide and achieved a
turnover of EUR 56 billion in the year 2020.
As an industrial electrical contractor, ENGIE is one of
the leading system and energy providers in Austria.
Our 1,000 employees plan, construct and operate the most
modern building-technical systems (heating, ventilation
& air conditioning systems, sprinklers and fire protection
as well as sanitation systems) and provide energyefficient, sustainable solutions for buildings. We act as
a point of contact for the entire life cycle of a building:
from plant engineering and construction to plant monitoring and service to operation and energy supply.
Protection and preservation of the environment is one of
our major concerns. Therefore, we concentrate on innovative and sustainable solutions, products and services
for our customers.
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Our solutions:
Obtaining everything from one single source – new
construction, modification or refurbishment of building
technology, service & operation as well as energy supply
with electricity, gas, heating or cooling!
We consistently follow our customers’ needs. As ENGIE
is a reliable partner, all future challenges of our customers become our own.
We are where our customers need us – on site. By
developing renewable energies and optimising energy
efficiency, ENGIE makes a contribution to combating
climate change.
Our mission:
• We provide sustainable buildings to our customers
and supply them with energy.
• We are a qualified full-service provider in the field of
building services. Our solutions focus on profitability,
quality and customer satisfaction.
• In the process, we take the entire life cycle of
systems into consideration – from conception to
planning and construction to service, energy supply
and operation.
• We are a reliable partner for our customers, suppliers
and owners.
• Our employees are of crucial importance to us. Their
commitment guarantees our success.

FCC Austria Abfall Service AG
Headquarters: Hans-Hruschka-Gasse 9, 2325 Himberg
Phone: +43 (0) 2235/855-0, Fax DW 2070
E-mail: him@fcc-group.at, Web: www.fcc-group.at
Sector: Waste management

FCC Austria Abfall Service AG, as subsidiary of the global
company FCC Environment, operates in 7 countries
within Central and Eastern Europe. With its approximately
3,974 employees the leading private waste-disposal
company based in Austria generated a turnover of 465.7
million euros in 2020. With nearly 1.3 million bins and
containers in all sizes and about 1300 trucks and special
vehicles, FCC ensures an efficient acquisition and collection of all kinds of waste and recyclables for further
treatment and recovery. Using numerous in-house
treatment plants, a thermal recovery plant in Zistersdorf
as well as several modern landfills, any waste can be
recycled resource-friendly or treated environmentally
friendly.
FCC uses numerous special procedures to ensure a
maximum ecological and economical result for people
and the environment. FCC is represented with 18 locations throughout the country. As a trusted partner FCC
assists municipalities, industry, trade, commerce and,
of course, individuals in all matters regarding waste
management. Some of the company's most significant strengths are its comprehensive range of wastemanagement services, the offer of complete solutions
for municipalities, waste management associations
and commercial / industrial businesses as well as

the continuous development of a sustainable quality
management system. To recycle waste that efficiently
and environmentally friendly isn’t always easy. But FCC
doesn’t consider this as an obstacle – for example,
substitute fuels are also manufactured from household
waste and commercial waste in Carinthia and Lower
Austria. In Upper Austria and Styria, sorting plants sort
packaging waste, while the waste is treated in mechanical and biological processes and then recycled in
Southern Styria and the in-house incineration plant in
Zistersdorf, Lower Austria, is used to thermally recycle
approximately 165,000 tons of waste per year. In doing
so, it generates electric current for more than 30,000
households.
As a certified waste management company FCC has
an implemented quality management system in accordance with ISO 9001 standards as well as a comprehensive energy management system in accordance
with ISO 50001 standards. As a officially recognized
waste collector, treatment operator and recycler, FCC
guarantees a lawful and cost-effective service. Optimal
support in all waste management problems is selfevident for FCC – quality and customer satisfaction are
our first priorities.
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Frauenthal Handel Gruppe
Human Resources: Oberlaaer Straße 250, 1230 Wien
Phone: +43 50406 61099
E-mail: karriere@fts.at, Web: www.frauenthal-karriere.at
Field: Wholesale Trader
Number of employees: 1700, turnover EUR 645 Mio.

In Austria Frauenthal Handel Gruppe clearly is the
No. 1 in wholesale trading of pipes, valves and fittings.
Our customers are plumbers, construction companies,
architect and municipalities.
How is the company structured?
The company consists of
• The heating and installation wholesale traders SHT
and ÖAG,
• the PVF and civil engineering specialist Kontinentale
• the austrian electrical online wholesale trader
elektromaterial.at
• als well as the logistics and service partner Frauenthal Service
• Bad & Energie showrooms and
• Cash-and-carry markets.
How to find us
We are located all over Austria:
• 6 places of business of SHT
• 7 places of business of ÖAG
• 4 places of business of Kontinentale
• 6 logistics centers
• over 80 cash-and-carry markets for plumbers
• over 20 Bad & Energie showrooms for final consumers
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How to join our team
• As an apprentice in wholesale trading, logistics or IT
• as an intern or trainee
• As an employee in any part of the company
- E.g. in sales force (sales representatives or
inbound sales)
- In logistics (warehouse or fleet)
- In a show room
- In one of the central service departments
(Finance, IT, Sourcing, HR, Marketing, e-Business, Continuous Improvement)
Be part of our great team! We are thrilled by your
application!

Gebrüder Weiss
Transport and Logistics
Bundesstraße 110, 6923 Lauterach
Phone: +43 (0) 5574 / 696 - 0
E-mail: service@gw-world.com, Web: www.gw-world.com/greatjobs

More than an episode – Great Jobs
With a history of over 550 years, Gebrüder Weiss is the
oldest logistics company in the world – and one of
the most successful. The foundation of this success?
Our employees. Because we give them the freedom to
find new approaches and play an active part in shaping
the future - at more than 170 locations worldwide.
Excellent career prospects for all people who love
mobility.
Starting from our home markets in the Alps-Danube
region and Eastern Europe, we now ship all kinds of
freight by land, air or sea – all around the globe.
As a logistics company that is growing all the time,
we never stand still. We offer our employees a working
environment in which they can make things happen,
find solutions and help to shape processes. We promote
cultural interaction and we value anyone who loves
experimenting and discovering new things.
Working at Gebrüder Weiss
Gebrüder Weiss offers its employees outstanding
training programs and development opportunities
based on their individual strengths and interests.

This creates an environment where people do not just
do the job by the rulebook but approach their work
with enthusiasm and have the chance to carve out a
career path that suits them personally. Anyone who
shows initiative at Gebrüder Weiss is encouraged and
supported. This results in outstanding performance
and better solutions for our customers. Ultimately, it is
the skills, ideas and passion of our employees that will
continue to take this family-run company from strength
to strength.
Career starters welcome!
As an employer, we particularly want to attract young
people to Gebrüder Weiss who are curious and
proactive as well as interested in having a varied job in
an intercultural environment.
We take our younger colleagues’ training especially
seriously! That's why we give special support to our new
employees by offering them an intensive onboarding
program.
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City of Graz
Rathaus, Hauptplatz 1, 8011 Graz
Phone: +43 316 872-0
E-Mail: personalamt@stadt.graz.at, Web: www.graz.at
Sector: public service
Number of employees: 3,715 (as of: 31.12.2020)

Who we are
More than 3,700 employees ensure smooth processes and
a good service for citizens in the municipal administration.
The tasks of the municipal administration of Graz are
diverse. The employees work every day across departments
to make sure that the coexistence of the people in Graz
works well, that laws and directives are implemented, and
that the city develops further in a positive way.
What we do
Graz municipal administration is a special employer
because it is part of the public administration. What does
that mean? The public administration is responsible for
laws being implemented, i.e. that rules that the legislator
draws up in the form of laws are also complied with.
Work is done for the citizens of the city of Graz in a total
of 28 municipal administration departments.
From education, health and sport, social matters, young
people and family to the economy, construction and fire
brigade: The occupational fields in the municipal administration of Graz are manifold and incorporate virtually
all areas of life.
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Compliance with the law, innovation that is lived, and an
attractive living space are paramount. Simple and prompt
processing of applications, friendly and service-oriented
employees as well as the digital handling of citizens'
concerns are very important to us at the municipal
administration of Graz.
With the Geriatric Health Centres (GGZ), the Graz Parking
Space Service (GPS) and Graz Housing (Wohnen Graz),
Graz municipal administration also has three companies
of its own.
Our goals
The municipal administration of Graz is pursuing the goal
of becoming the most modern municipal management
in Europe. Together with the city's residents, it wants to
make Graz, in a European comparison, the most liveable
city. Contributions by the people are seen as valuable
impulses for the city's culture. Any further development
is subject to the premise that it is environmentally friendly
and promotes health. In the process, efficient use is made
of progressive and sustainable technologies.

Holding Graz –
Kommunale Dienstleistungen GmbH
Andreas-Hofer-Platz 15, 8010 Graz
Phone: +43 316 887-0, Fax: +43 316 887-1154
E-mail: office@holding-graz.at, Web: www.holding-graz.at, www.facebook.com/grazholding
Sector: Municipal services

Who we are:
Holding Graz with its subsidiaries is the second-largest
municipal services company in Austria. It provides
services for people and businesses in Graz and the
surrounding area for 365 days a year. With its flexible,
innovative and market-oriented products and services,
Holding Graz contributes significantly to improving the
attractiveness of Graz's economy and environment.
What we do:
With more than 2,900 employees, Holding Graz plays
an essential role in the daily lives of people in and
around Graz. Over 80 Graz Linien trams and more than
160 buses carry nearly 120 million passengers a year
in a safe and environmentally responsible way. Holding
Graz supplies the city with water and takes care of
sewage and waste. Electricity, natural gas and district
heating are supplied by Holding subsidiary Energie Graz.
The citizens of Graz can spend their leisure time in one
of the Freizeit Graz public pools. Holding Graz transports
passengers to the Schloßberg with the Schloßberg
funicular, and to the local mountain with the Schoeckl
cable car. The city management has been part of Holding

Graz since the autumn of 2020. The city management
looks after Graz city centre, including businesses, food
service outlets and services, and offers the Graz Voucher.
Citycom, as IT and telecommunications provider for all
business customers, additionally provides more than 50
free WiFi hotspots in Graz and the surrounding area.
The company Ankuender conveys important advertising
messages. The airport Flughafen Graz is the gateway
to Europe and the world. In addition, for over 100 years
Bestattung Graz has offered respect and dignity in funeral
services.
Our aims:
Holding Graz aims to perform the tasks of municipal
services for all citizens in the rapidly growing area of
Graz in a sustainable way. For Holding Graz sustainability in particular means dealing responsibly with
people and resources while exceeding the expectations
of its customers. It places value on high-quality infrastructure, modern mobility and best quality of service.
Holding Graz is taking on the challenges of today to be
equipped for the modern city of tomorrow.
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Steiermärkische
Krankenanstaltengesellschaft m.b.H. (KAGes)
Stiftingtalstraße 4 – 6, 8010 Graz
Phone: +43 (0) 316 340 – 0
E-mail: internet@kages.at, Web: www.kages.at
Sector: State hospitals, health
Number of Employees: about 19,000

Who we are and what we do:
We at Steiermärkische Krankenanstalten GmbH now
employ almost 19,000 staff and are constantly working
to make the health care in Styria even better for the
people who live there. In the process, maximum expertise,
concentration and commitment are important to us after all, people's lives depend on it. We do of course
know: Those who ask a lot also have to offer a lot. That
is precisely what we do at KAGes – ultimately, we can
only carry out our task with motivated employees. Our
employees are proud to take over a meaningful area
of responsibility and to make a fundamental and vital
contribution to the medical and nursing care of our
patients every day. However, the work is not always just
enriching and easy. Some days and nights are tiring and
challenging. We as an employer therefore also take our
mandate of helping people very seriously and organise
the best possible boundary and working conditions in
our provincial hospitals and provincial nursing care
centres.
Our key entrepreneurial tasks at KAGes are the
setting up, operation and management of the provincial
hospitals and the provincial nursing care centres in the
province of Styria. Around the clock, the focus is on the
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service of helping in the form of making a diagnosis,
healing, alleviating pain, assisting at births and providing
nursing care. As one of the largest hospital companies
in Europe but also as a major investor and buyer, KAGes
is an enduring motor for the domestic economy. Our
employees work at 11 provincial hospitals at 20 locations and 4 nursing care centres and make the company
the largest employer in Styria, offering a responsible
field of work for more than 40 different occupational
groups.
Did you know that ...
• every year more than 1.3 million outpatients and
inpatients are treated and cared for at our hospitals?
• KAGes was presented with the Energy Globe STYRIA
AWARD for the KlimaSTYLE Initiative in 2019?
• around 80% of the contracts for the expansion and
modernisation of the hospitals and provincial nursing
care centres are awarded to Styrian companies?
• the state-of-the-art initial and continuing education
of our employees is a pivotal concern of ours?
• we offer our employees different working hours
models so that they can ideally reconcile family life
with work commitments?

Kapsch Group
Am Europlatz 2, 1120 Wien
Web: www.kapsch.net
Turnover: EUR 1,137.9 Mio (FY 2019/20)
Expenses for R&D: EUR 134.8 Mio ( FY 2019/20)
Number of Employees: about 6,500 worldwide, about 2,000 in Austria

The Kapsch Group is one of Austria´s most successful
technology companies in future-oriented market sectors
such as Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) and
Information and Communication Technology (ICT).
What sets us apart as an employer is the rewarding
challenge of working at the interfaces between different
technologies and disciplines and looking beyond our
own horizons. Technical progress in particular offers the
opportunity to improve the standard of living of everyone
around the globe. This passion has been the driving
force behind Kapsch since the company was founded
and is lived by more than 6,500 employees every day.
And thanks to this passion for technology and innovation,
the Kapsch Group is today one of Austria's leading
technology companies with around one hundred subsidiaries and representative offices on six continents.
Our team is on call around the clock, around the world,
responding to questions that really matter about the
future of mobility and digitalization, issues such as:
How can traffic flows in metropolises such as Buenos
Aires, Mumbai and Madrid be optimized in ways benefiting residents and the environment? How will a car need
to communicate in future for driverless travel to be safe?
How can the world of work be made a more uplifting
environment by applying a smart office building

concept? And how can we use Artificial Intelligence to
transform traditional Austrian companies into the cuttingedge digital players of tomorrow?
These questions will define and shape our future. Which
is why it takes a combination of curiosity, courage, and
sheer drive to come up with innovative answers. Kapsch
projects are designed to have a positive influence on
our world, and make everyday life not just simpler – but
safer too.
One of our special concerns is the encouragement of
women in technical professions. In order to support the
professional and private everyday life of our colleagues,
we offer flexible working hours, the possibility to work
from home, health programs as well as food subsidies
and purchasing discounts.
That´s what makes Kapsch an outstanding employer,
global enterprise, family-owned corporation, richly traditional company and innovator – all under the same roof.
Ask questions that matter and shape the future together
with us! We look forward to meeting you!
More information about Kapsch and your career opportunities at www.kapsch.net
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LAB|42 Films OG
Johann Kamper Ring 4 GL1, 8075 Hart bei Graz
Phone: +43 676 470 1133
E-Mail: studio@lab42.at, Web: www.lab42.at

Who we are:
LAB|42 Films was founded by Florian Huber and Uwe
Seifner in 2010. Prior to that, both Florian and Uwe played vital roles in national and international productions.
Years of experience, extensive skills and their eye for
the big picture lead to LAB|42 Films producing films
for numerous renowned clients, among them Red Bull,
Heineken, Servus TV, ORF, GKK, Spar, DM, Great
Lengths, Brau Union, Torro Rosso, ÖEHV and the European
Union, to name just a few.
Protagonists they have worked with include Marcel
Hirscher, Niki Lauda, Giacomo Agostini, Sebastian Vettel,
Matthias Lanzinger, Teresa Stadlober, Carlos Sainz JR,
Max Verstappen, Renate Götschl, Daniel Ricciardo,
Hannes Reichelt, Eva Walkner and many more.
Working with stars and decision-makers of big corporations made LAB|42 Films an all-round provider, who
constantly has their finger on the pulse of time and
also dares to stray from the conventional paths of film
production.
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CREATIVE - YET ON TIME
Our unconditional commitment to maximum quality
defines our work. Longstanding international experience,
reliability, flexibility and professional demeanor are fundamental requirements for implementing individual and
creative solutions on time.
These innovative and individually tailored solutions are
what our partners and clients value.
We invite you to get to know us and our wide range of
services for yourself.
Our services:
• Conception of complete multimedial presences
• Direction
• Camera
• Cut
• Art direction
• Visual effects 2D and 3D
• Color Grading
• Audio post production
• Timelapses
• Commercials, image films, product films, training
films, event films, construction documentation

Lehrstellenportal.at
FUNKE Works GmbH
Tassiloplatz 27, 81541 München
Phone: 0800 66 55 12
E-mail: mail@lehrstellenportal.at, Web: www.lehrstellenportal.at
Sector: Internet, Personnel services
Number of Employees: 80 (April 2021)

What we do
Lehrstellenportal.at gives you the opportunity to apply
for a vocational training or a dual study position and
matches you with employers who suit you best. Based
on several questions and multiple-choice-tests you
create a profile that shows your strengths, wishes and
marks. The employers also define their requirements
for each job position in detail. Our innovative matching
process compares your profile with each job. Now you
can see a list of several job offers – with your most
suitable positions listed on top. That is how we help
both candidates and employers to find the right fit.
Let them find you: Complete your profile with a curriculum vitae and make your profile visible for employers.
When searching for suitable candidates the companies
look at the student profiles. Does your profile meet the
criteria of the company, Lehrstellenportal will inform
you via direct message. And that means one thing in
particular: A great advantage for your application at this
company!
In addition Lehrstellenportal offers you lots of information
on all kinds of professions. Furthermore we support you
with valuable tips concerning on how to write application
letters and how to prepare for job interviews.

Who we are
Lehrstellenportal.at belongs to the German website
AZUBIYO.de, that was founded in 2009 in Munich. Both
websites belong to the FUNKE Works GmbH and are
part of the FUNKE MEDIENGRUPPE.
For the further development of Lehrstellenportal our
editorial staff constantly researches relevant content
to give guidance for young people and their career
choices. Furthermore our product management is
constantly working on optimizing the website to not only
offer you useful content but also make it user-friendly
and to make looking for a job as much fun as possible.
Philosophy of Lehrstellenportal.at
There are no bad jobs or bad candidates – sometimes both sides just don’t match. Lehrstellenportal.at
accurately matches apprenticeship-seekers with employers, who are looking for suitable candidates. The
Lehrstellenportal.at matching process then matches
the candidates with positions that correspond to their
test results best: almost like an online dating service.
Thereby you also become aware of professions and
companies in your region or all over Austria you did not
have in mind before.

Of course all the information you find on our website is
free of charge.
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Leitbetriebe Austria
Heiligenstädter Strasse 43, 1190 Vienna
Phone: +43 (0)1 / 5223033-0
E-Mail: office@leitbetriebe.at, Web: www.leitbetriebe.at
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/leitbetriebe-austria, Instagram: instagram.com/leitbetriebeaustria
Sector: Special interest group for leading companies

The platform “Leitbetriebe Austria” (Leading Companies
Austria) promotes the power of the brand and intelligent cooperation in order to enhance the competitive
advantage.
“The red-white-red ‚A‘ is the mutual brand. A recognized and powerful symbol that represents quality,
innovation and enduring success.”
What is Leitbetriebe Austria?
Leitbetriebe Austria is an independent economic network that spans across all industries. It distinguishes
and connects exemplary companies within the Austrian
economy. An active forum of decision-makers meets
to exchange at eye level.
What is Leitbetriebe Austria doing?
Under the common roof of the mutual brand, the network accompanies the top companies and reinforces
their efforts through targeted communication strategies.
Leitbetriebe Austria renders the platform where companies showcase their leadership and interact with other
top performers.
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Together with the certified leading companies, Leitbetriebe Austria sets milestones for the sustainable further
development of Austria as a relevant economic location.
What is a Leitbetrieb?
Leading companies are the exemplary enterprises of
the Austrian economy.
Definition: Leitbetrieb (leading company)
“A Leitbetrieb is a company that does not focus on
short-term profits but on sustainable corporate success.
As a result of its market- and value-based orientation,
these companies are developmental drivers for their
region and industry. A Leitbetrieb also assumes an
active role by accepting responsibility for society and
the environment. As such, it functions as a role model
and consequently achieves competitiveness.”
www.leitbetriebe.at/en/

ÖBB Group
Am Hauptbahnhof 2, 1100 Wien
Phone: +43 (0) 5 1778 97 77888
E-Mail: oebbkarriere@oebb.at, Web: karriere.oebb.at
Industry: Transport & Logistics
Number of Employees: > 40.000

Who we are
ÖBB. Today. Tomorrow. Together.
We are an economic engine, international group, reliable
business partner, innovation driver and environmentalist. But above all, we are one thing: an attractive
employer. Hardly any other company offers as many
different and exciting job opportunities as ÖBB. From
vehicle technicians to construction engineers, from
logistics to IT. From train drivers and conductors to dispatchers. And for those who are still at the beginning of
their careers, there is a wide range of apprenticeships,
internships and even an in-house trainee program.
What we do
We want to explore new ways. And create new paths.
The ÖBB group consists of three corporations, which
cover all areas of the modern mobility chain under the
strategic umbrella of the ÖBB holding group and – as a
strong environmentally friendly mobility brand – are the
means of transport of the future.

Today, we are already thinking about tomorrow.
And where we will stand the day after tomorrow.
As a comprehensive mobility and logistics service
provider, ÖBB transported a total of 287 million

passengers and over 95 million tonnes of goods to their
destinations in a climate and environmentally friendly
manner in 2020. Across the Group, almost 42,000 bus
and rail employees and an additional 2,000 apprentices
ensure that up to 1.3 million passengers and around
1,300 freight trains arrive safely at their destinations
every day. ÖBB is the backbone of public transport and,
as Austria's largest climate protection company, gets
people and goods to their destinations safely and in an
environmentally conscious manner.
What we offer
Jobs that make sense.
With more than 120 professional fields, we offer exciting
career prospects for a wide variety of career levels:
From apprentices to managers – for our 42,000 employees, we offer jobs with a future.

We all have the same goal. And the same chances.
Motivated and committed employees give ÖBB their
face and are the key to corporate success. The corporate
culture of ÖBB is characterized by respectful cooperation
and equal opportunities.
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OMICRON electronics GmbH
Oberes Ried 1, 6833 Klaus
Phone: +43 59495
E-mail: info@omicronenergy.com, Web: www.omicronenergy.com / www.omicron.jobs
Sector: Electronics/Electrical Engineering
Number of Employees: 900 worldwide, 600 in Austria, turnover: about 150 Mio./year (2020)

OMICRON is an international company founded in 1984
in Hohenems (Vorarlberg) and now active all over the
world. Our 900 employees at 25 locations worldwide
develop innovative test equipment to make the power
supply safer and more reliable. Our products and services enable a realistic and accurate assessment of the
condition of equipment in the power grid. Examples are
high-voltage lines, power transformers or protective
devices such as protective relays (similar to the ground
fault circuit interrupter at home). Our customers in more
than 160 countries value innovative products and top
quality, which makes us the world market leader in this
niche market.
Our unique corporate culture with flat hierarchies and
room for personal responsibility enables our employees
to contribute their own ideas and develop their personal
and professional skills. The range of training courses
on offer is also very diverse, ranging from personality
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and language training to technical training and further
education. Open communication and teamwork are
important to us, because working with us should be fun.
So we are proud to be awarded as "Best Employer in
Austria" several times*.
In addition to the innovation and the goal to be the best
possible place to work for our employees, social and
ecological responsibility are important to us and they
form the third cornerstone of our vision, which was
strongly influenced by the company founder Rainer
Aberer.
We are constantly looking for new employees in the
areas of software development, electronics/electrical
engineering & energy technology, marketing and other
commercial areas.
*Source: Great Place to Work Institute

Österreichische Post AG
Rochusplatz 1, 1030 Vienna
Phone: +43 (0) 577 67 - 0
Web: karriere.post.at
Sector: Logistics, postal service providers
Number of employees: about 23,000 (2020), turnover: 2,189.2 Mio. euro (2020)

Who we are
Österreichische Post is Austria's leading logistics and
postal services provider. Our main business activities
include shipping and delivering letter mail, advertising
mail, print publications and parcels. The branch network
of Österreichische Post ranks among the largest private
customer networks in the country, offering high-quality
postal, banking, telecommunications and energy products and services to customers throughout Austria.
Thanks to our nationwide and reliable supply of postal
services to the Austrian population and economy, we
play an important role in maintaining and protecting the
nation’s communications and logistics infrastructure. In
addition, Österreichische Post has subsidiaries in nine
countries.

and parcels. We know the logistics industry inside out.
Our goal is to reach full customer satisfaction in the
entire country with our reliable postal, banking, telecommunications, and energy services. We also have a
wide range of attractive job offerings.

Products and services
At Österreichische Post, we are passionate about
shipping letter mail, advertising mail, print publications

A job you can trust.
A job at Österreichische Post.

Perspectives for the future
We do not promise that you will always have enough
time.
We do not promise that you will be able to sign off
from work every day at the exact minute and we do not
promise that there will be an immediate solution for
every problem.
But we do promise something that really matters:
honesty, fairness, and especially security.
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Austrian Association of Cities
Rathaus, Stiege 5, Hochparterre, 1082 Vienna
Phone: +43 (0)1/4000-89980
E-mail: post@staedtebund.gv.at
Industry: public administration

Employees of the towns and municipalities ensure
that we all live in a well organized environment worth
living in. Diverse professions in cities and municipalities
contribute directly to the preservation and design of our
immediate living environment. The effect is visible on a
daily basis. Become part of a team that actively shapes
your city!
The tasks are as varied as the needs of the citizens:
Whether in administration, at the building yard, in
kindergartens and schools or in the nursing service only a few organisations and companies offer a similar
variety of job opportunities as cities or municipalities.
This enables individual career opportunities depending
on the situation and phase of life. As reliable employers,
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towns and municipalities stand for stability and a good
work-life balance. Sustainability and an efficient use
of resources also play an important role, because all
employees work together for the city and for what it
will be like today, tomorrow and the day after tomorrow.
Many cities and municipalities offer excursions for
school classes, lectures at schools or information about
professions.
About 65 percent of the population and 71 percent of
the jobs are located in Austria's urban agglomerations.
The Austrian Association of Cities and Towns represents the interests of more than 250 cities and larger
municipalities.

OTIS GesmbH
Businesspark Marximum, Modecenterstraße 17/Obj. 1, 1110 Vienna
Phone: +43 1 610 05
E-mail: austria@otis.com, Web: www.otis.com/de/at/
Industry: metalworking industry, elevator industry

MADE TO MOVE YOU
Otis Elevator Company is the world’s leading manufacturer and maintainer of elevators, escalators and
moving walkways.
We make life move, and we have done so for more than
160 years. Our founder Elisha Graves Otis revolutionized
the industry. His pioneering spirit has brought us to
the top.
Our heritage is rich. Our reach is remarkable. Our future
ambitions are huge. Today, we’re transforming - reigniting the innovative, imaginative spirit that put us firmly
at the forefront of our industry. This all makes working
here a genuinely moving experience.
Every day, we safely take two billion people to where
they want to be. All around the world, you find our
trusted engineering at the heart of buildings from offices
and hospitals to the Eiffel Tower and the Burj Khalifa.

We are committed to attracting and growing world class
talent. We work in a teamwork-driven environment
where knowledge, successes and pride are shared.
Ambitiously we remain flexible, go the extra mile and
embrace exciting challenges. We get the training and
support we need to excel and to continuously develop
in our career.
We are encouraged to think more imaginatively about
what we do and how we do it. We are more than open
for new, innovative ideas. We challenge and inspire
each other to aim higher.
This is who we are and why we are a great place to
work.
OTIS - Join us in moving the world forward!
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PALFINGER
Lamprechtshausener Bundesstrasse 8, 5101 Bergheim, Austria
Tel.: +43 6622 2810
E-mail: info@palfinger.com, Web: www.palfinger.com
Industry: Technology and mechanical engineering
Number of employees: 10,780 (2018 financial year); sales: EUR 1,615.6 million (2018 financial year)

Who we are:
PALFINGER was founded in 1932 and has been one
of the world's leading manufacturers of innovative
lifting solutions for commercial vehicles and the maritime industry for many years. As a multinational group
headquartered in Bergheim, Austria, with 10,780
employees, the PALFINGER Group generated total sales
of approximately EUR 1,615.6 million in 2018.
The Group has development, production and assembly
locations in Europe, the CIS, North America, South America and Asia. PALFINGER is considered both a market
and technology leader on the global market for hydraulic
loader cranes. With more than 5,000 sales and service
support points in over 130 countries spread across all
continents, PALFINGER is always close to its customers.
The basis of our success:
Our employees are the key to our success. It is their
technological expertise and innovative thinking that
enable us to develop products that create added value
for customers and revolutionise their processes. At the
same time, great emphasis is placed on sustainability
and responsible use of resources. We want to foster
an environment in which we can not only try things out
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together, make mistakes and learn from them, but also
draw on our intimate understanding of our customers’
requirements to develop the products and services of
tomorrow.
Highlights and what makes PALFINGER special:
• Sustainability: PALFINGER has been addressing
sustainability as a strategic topic for 15 years. It
is understood and practised as an interdisciplinary
issue across all parts of the company.
• Training: In addition to further education and training
of managers, the promotion of talented young people
is a key issue. More than 95% of the apprentices
trained since 1993 are still working for the Group.
• Digitalisation: PALFINGER 21st stands for the
development of customer-focused solutions and
technologies, particularly in connection with digitalisation and Industry 4.0. This is a stand-alone
area in which innovative ideas and methods can be
implemented.

PC Electric GmbH
Diesseits 145, 4973 St. Martin im Innkreis
Phone: +43 7751 6122 0, Fax: +43 7751 6122 279
E-Mail: office@pcelectric.at, Web: www.pcelectric.at
Sector: Electro and Electronic Industry
Employees: ~ 300 at St. Martin and ~ 900 within PC Electric Group (August 2019)
Revenue: PC Electric St. Martin ~ 67 Mio EUR and PC Electric Group ~ 150 Mio EUR (FY 2018)

Who are we?
PC Electric, headquartered in the beautiful St. Martin im
Innkreis (Innviertel, Upper Austria), is one of the world's
leading companies in the development and production
of industrial plugs and sockets. The export rate to more
than 85 countries worldwide is more than 80 percent.
Since its foundation in 1973, PCE has developed into an
international group of companies with eight locations in
Austria, Germany, Poland and Sri Lanka. Approximately
15 million plugs and more than 100,000 power distributors are produced each year. The product range
also includes distribution boxes, test equipment, control
cabinets and switches. The product range is constantly
being expanded and includes more than 22,000 items.
In addition to the standard products, customer-specific
configurations can also be produced on state-of-the-art
injection molding and metalworking systems. The in-house
production level is exceptionally high.

The success factors
Among the most important success factors of PCE are
the high-quality level, the enormous degree of automation and the complete production under one roof.
The resulting flexibility, speed and adherence to deadlines has been valued by international customers for
years and has a correspondingly high priority. Every year,
PC Electric invests five percent of its sales in research
and development. Among other things, the focus is
on increasing efficiency and reducing investment and
operating costs. The result is not only highly innovative
products and numerous patents, but also first-class
quality. An important basis for the success of PC Electric
are the well-trained employees, who enable the exceptionally high level of quality and innovation with their
commitment.
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Raiffeisen Banking Group
Raiffeisenlandesbanks in Lower Austria-Vienna, Upper Austria, Burgenland, Styria, Carinthia, Tyrol,
Salzburg, Vorarlberg and about 390 Raiffeisen bank branches in Austria
Web: www.raiffeisen.at, www.raiffeisen.at/karriere
Sector: Financial Service Provider

Apart from being the largest banking group and market
leader of the country’s banking industry Raiffeisen is
also one of the few remaining Austrian-owned banking
groups.

At Raiffeisen customers are offered a comprehensive
and broad range of banking services, either individually
designed by a personal advisor on site or very conveniently provided via online- and mobile-banking.

At the same time Raiffeisen holds a strong position in
several other countries in Central and Eastern Europe.

The Raiffeisen-philosophy – to be more than a bank:
Raiffeisen banks remain true to the regionality principle
and actively provide social and economic support to
their region and the people living there.

Approximately 40% of Austrians are customers of a
Raiffeisenbank. The proximity to customers is particularly
important. As the supplier of local banking services,
Raiffeisen has the densest network in Austria.
Around 1.7 million Austrians are co-operative members
and consequently co-owners of Raiffeisenbanks.
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The long-standing tradition of Raiffeisen is based on
three values: Reliability - Proximity - Safety.

REMUS Innovation GmbH
Dr.-Niederdorfer-Straße 25, 8572 Bärnbach
Phone: +43 (0) 3142 6900-527
E-Mail: office@remus.at, Web: www.remus.eu

About our Company:
REMUS Innovation GmbH was founded in 1990 and
only five years later, it succeeded in becoming a global
leader in the world of sport exhaust manufacturers.
The company now has approximately 1000 employees
and a production site of exhausts systems for the world
market of 40 000 square meters. Besides the complete
tuning industry, REMUS Innovation GmbH includes
various renowned premium car manufacturers, such
as Mercedes AMG, Porsche, Bentley, McLaren, Aston
Martin, BMW or Ducati as its OEM clients.
More than 90 percent of the production volume is exported to more than 60 countries in the world and this
percentage is set to increase.
What we stand for:
• As a global player, REMUS is your contact for all
tasks related to exhaust systems and a supplier to
the international vehicle industry
• REMUS stands for high-quality products: "Made in
Austria" destined for the world market
• REMUS embodies an export-focused company with
production in Austria
REMUS highlights:
-REMUS and the DTM
A liaison between passion and racing! The fastest touring

car race series in the world and REMUS not only share
their commitment as industry partners, but also the
development partnership with winning DTM teams.
The commitment as a partner of the DTM serves the
product development and technology transfer from the
racetrack to the road and also guarantees top-quality
products of the highest quality and performance.

- REMUS is also a 24h partner
Since 2019, REMUS is partner of the legendary 24-hour
race at the Nürburgring. This shows, once again, a high
affinity for the motorsport! The distinctive logo of the
company can be seen on banners and displays as well
as on the rear windows of the approximately 160 racing
cars that compete in the prestigious race on the legendary Nordschleife.
- REMUS new team sponsor of HWA RACELAB in
Formula 2 and Formula 3
The company history of REMUS proves that great things
can grow out of small dreams. Determination and consistent teamwork leads to a ranking among the world
leaders. Therefore, REMUS now also supports young
drivers, dreaming of a motorsport career and aiming for
a pole position among the top.
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Sattler Group
Sattlerstraße 45, 8077 Gössendorf (Styria)
Phone: +43 (0) 316 / 4104, Fax: +43 (0) 316 / 4104 - 1351
E-mail: mail@sattler.com, Web: www.sattler.com
Sector: Industry

The Sattler Group is among the leading European
manufacturers of technical textiles
The company is headquartered in Gössendorf, Styria in
Austria and manages production sites in Rudersdorf,
Burgenland in Austria, Greven, North Rhine-Westphalia
in Germany and Hudson, North Carolina in the USA.
From the beginning of its foundation in 1875, the
Sattler Group has committed itself to fulfilling the
quality promise of ‘thinking highTEX’!
Today, technical textiles are used for a multitude of
applications:
from sun protection, over privacy and antiglare protection
for residential and commercial buildings, boat covering
fabrics, weather-resistant outdoor fabrics, to membranes for textile architecture, biogas storage tanks, halls
and tents, as well as also truck tarpaulins and special
developments for extraordinary applications.
Our added value ranges from weaving and equipping,
through to finishing. Furthermore, our own R&D department provides a strong contribution to the international
success of our company!
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Did you know that...
• the Sattler Group has remained a family-owned
company since its foundation?
• the Sattler Group employs around 680 people
worldwide?
• the Sattler Group produces about 20 million square
meters of fabric a year?
• the Sattler Group has an annual turnover of around
140 million?
• the Sattler Group operates globally in over 55
countries?
• the Sattler Group built the roofing for football
stadiums in Seville and Manaus and also for the
Formula 1 circuit in Istanbul, among others?

Wilhelm Schwarzmüller GmbH
Hanzing 11, 4785 Freinberg
Phone: +43 7713 800-0
E-Mail: office@schwarzmueller.com, Web: www.schwarzmueller.com
Sector: vehicle manufacturing, number of employees: 2,500

Schwarzmüller is the premium manufacturer for
intelligent commercial vehicles.
The Schwarzmüller Group, based in Freinberg near
Schärding (Austria), is one of the leading suppliers of
towed commercial vehicles in Europe. The company
develops, produces and services premium vehicles
for customized transport solutions with a value-added
guarantee. As an innovation and technology leader,
Schwarzmüller sets the benchmarks for commercial
vehicles with its 150 years of experience. The Schwarzmüller Group has an international organization in 21
countries in Central and Eastern Europe. At its parent
plant in Hanzing, Freinberg (Austria), and at its three
other production sites in Dunaharaszti (Hungary),
Žebrák (Czech Republic) and Neustadt/Dosse (Germany),
the company, together with its subsidiary Hüffermann
Transportsysteme GmbH, manufactures 11,000 commercial vehicles a year and generates sales of more
than 400 million euros with around 2,500 employees.

unique requirements. These include platform and tipper
vehicles, tank vehicles, low-loader vehicles, timber/
stanchion vehicles, walking floor and swap-body vehicles,
as well as refrigerated/box vehicles. The key customer
sectors for Schwarzmüller commercial vehicles are
construction, petroleum, raw materials and recycling
industries, as well as long-distance transport.
Premium customer service
As an international organisation with three production
sites, 13 distribution sites (principally in Central and
Eastern Europe) and many partner organisations,
Schwarzmüller provides its customers with the maximum
in terms of service. Alongside vehicle construction,
Schwarzmüller is placing increased emphasis on service
provision in order to maintain the high quality over the
entire service life of vehicles. Additional services are
also offered for rental fleets (heavily expanded across
Europe), vehicle leasing and the international usedvehicle market.

Vehicles that set standards
As a provider with eight product groups and 135 types
of vehicles, Schwarzmüller offers everything from a wide
variety of vehicles up to special constructions tailored to
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Thales Austria
Handelskai 92, 1200 Vienna
Phone: +43 1 27711-0
E-Mail Adresse: office.at@thalesgroup.com, Internet: www.thalesgroup.com/austria
Sector: Electronics, electrical engineering, automation

Who are we?
Passion for innovations and ground-breaking technologies
is what drives us. With 83,000 employees in 68 countries,
we develop tomorrow's key technologies today. As one of
the global technology leaders, Thales supplies customized
solutions adapted to local requirements in the fields of
rail transport, aerospace, digital identity & security as
well as for defence missions in Austria. Thanks to the
unique mix of technology leadership, innovative strength
and commitment to employees, Thales in Austria plays
a key role in the digital transformation of its customers.
Highlights of our work areas
• Customers from Europe to Asia rely on Thales European Train Control Systems (ETCS) to optimize their
rail networks. Among other things, 30% more trains
per day in Austria travel at speeds of up to 250 km /
h between Vienna and St. Pölten thanks to technology
from Thales.
• Austria is one of the countries with the highest density
of electronic interlockings. Thales is market leader in
supplying this technology in Austria.
• The Austrian air traffic control relies on Thales for the
modernization of the Austrian air traffic infrastructure.
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• Thales in Austria combines local branch knowhow
with global expertise in security technology to most
efficiently secure people, goods and data in every
decisive moment. In Austria, more than 80% of all
banks secure their payment infrastructures with
encryption technology from Thales.
Our values:
• Mission: We provide solutions and equipment that
protect individuals and nations and make our everyday
lives safer.
• Development: The complex projects open up a wide
range of career opportunities as well as the opportunity
to develop your skills in a variety of roles.
• Passion: We live our passion for technology.
• Teamwork & Diversity: We can only successfully
implement our major projects thanks to our multidisciplinary approach and the talented people who
work together every day. Thales is committed to
equal opportunities and diversity, for which we have
been awarded the equalitA seal of approval, among
other things.

THE WHITE CLASSROOM
Founder: LPTS Dipl. Päd. Gerald Weihs, BEd
E-Mail: thewhiteclassroom@gmx.at, Web: www.thewhiteclassroom.at
Sector: Education

MATHEMATICS easily EXPLAINED
MATHEMATICS online EXPLAINED

know exactly, that they won´t miss out on the long term
knowledge even if they were to stay away from school
for a longer period of time following multiple possible
circumstances. Regarding the fact that the You Tube
channel can be linked to the standard lessons, it is always
possible to take part in class somehow.

The YouTube Channel “The White Classroom” is a new,
innovative learning platform including over 1300 videos
explaining topics surrounding the mandatory subject
“mathematics”. A great variety of 40 basic topics including basic arithmetical operation, financial statements,
percentage calculation, conversion, Pythagorean theorem,
fractions, triangular construction, etc. are explained
through video sequences. There are explanatory videos
that aim to elucidate the subjects material by its basic
aspects. Also, there are videos surrounding the material
to expand, practise and deepen the students’ knowledge. Worksheets and QR Codes for all videos are a
main part of the project, which are supposed to make it
easier for the students to find the proper playlist.

A second important aspect is the motivation of those
students who have a harder time learning and understanding various things. They know, that if they can´t
get along in class, there is always a way to recap the
material once again in a cosy and private surrounding.
The legal guardians were forced to spend a lot of money
to get private help in the past, which could have lead
to financial issues, particularly for those who receive
less money anyways. Now those students can get help
online very easily and available for everybody.

We live in a time in which a digital, motivating, modern
and most importantly on the students focused teaching
is an essential aspect of planning the school year. With
the project “The White Classroom- Mathematics easily
online explained” the attractivity and raise of quality of
the attended maths classes are certain. The students

The project is ongoing, which means that the videos
are revised over and over again and are matched to
the students’ knowledge. In case videos are outdated,
because the exercise doesn’t fit into the trend of time
anymore those sequences will get overworked as well
as the worksheets get renewed.
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TRUMPF Maschinen Austria GmbH & Co. KG
Industriepark 24, 4061 Pasching
Phone: +43 (0) 7221 6030, Fax: +43 (0) 7221 6034250, E-mail: info@at.trumpf.com
Industry: Mechanical engineering
Turnover: €302 million (FY 2019/20), number of employees: 700 (FY 2019/20)

TRUMPF Group:
Our mission is to advance production technology,
ensuring efficiency, precision, readiness for the future,
and networking capability in its design. We are market
and technology leaders in machine tools and lasers
for industrial manufacturing, with our innovations making
an impact in almost every industry. Our software
solutions are paving the way for the smart factory and
we are working to make high-tech processes a reality
in industrial electronics. Around 14,300 people work
at TRUMPF around the world, embodying our positive
attitude and achievements as a family-run company.
Our Organizational Culture:
Trusting in brave ideas is our commitment to everyone who works for us. Our status as a family-owned
company is the foundation that this principle rests on.
And being family-run is more than simply a type of
business entity – it guides our every thought and action.
We make long-term decisions. As a result, we can
offer our employees the trust and stability needed to
bring their ideas to fruition. Including the brave ones.
Our bold creativity shines through across the entire
company with our innovative products and services,
a working environment with a great deal of freedom
and responsibility, and opportunities and benefits for
our employees that are designed with flexibility and
openness in mind.
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TRUMPF in Austria
TRUMPF Maschinen Austria GmbH + Co. KG is a
TRUMPF Group subsidiary and center of excellence
for bending technology. It manufactures TruBend
bending machines, automated TruBend Cell bending
lines, and laser-hardened bending tools. The subsidiary
company is also responsible for sales and service for
TRUMPF machine tools, laser technology, power tools,
and electronics.
Personal Development at TRUMPF Maschinen
Austria
Reaching our goals together – that is the motto we live
by. And one that is especially important when it comes
to our junior talent. We look at the people in front of
us and believe that everyone can actively shape their
professional future.
Having a carefully constructed training program is
hugely important to us. Our regular apprenticeship
opportunities include the Lehre mit Matura and the
Lehre mit HTL. In addition to these, we offer integration training and specifically developed specialist
trainee programs. We also encourage career development at an early stage by providing the chance
to undertake a TGLP exchange. Apprentices on this
exchange can acquire up to four weeks of valuable
experience at another TRUMPF plant in Germany,
Austria, or Switzerland.

Wiener Stadtwerke GmbH
Thomas-Klestil-Platz 13, 1030 Vienna
Phone: +43 (0) 1 53 123 - 0
E-mail: contact@wienerstadtwerke.at, Web: www.wienerstadtwerke.at

The Wiener Stadtwerke Group is a modern infrastructure service provider and with approximately 15,000
employees and a turnover of three billion Euros one
of Austria’s largest conglomerates, investors and
employers. Its business operations are broken down
into Energy (Wien Energie), Energy Grids (Wiener
Netze), Transport, Funeral Services and Cemeteries,
and Car Parks divisions. The Energy and Energy Grids
divisions are made up of Generation, Distribution and
Grid Operation departments which have the prime function of maintaining secure electricity, gas and district
heating and cooling supplies. Wiener Stadtwerke also
provides comprehensive public transport (Wiener Linien
and Wiener Lokalbahnen), funeral and cemetery

management, and car park services (WIPARK). The
quality, reliability and safety of the Group’s services
plays a major part in Vienna’s internationally acclaimed
quality of life, which is attested to by independent
studies.
Wiener Stadtwerke has a clear mandate: it supplies
the people living in Vienna with essential services and
operates the facilities people need in their daily lives.
The focus is on energy and transport, where the emphasis is on ensuring accessibility for all. Day in, day
out, the companies in the Wiener Stadtwerke Group
are hard at work around the clock safeguarding and
improving essential services in Vienna.
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Wien Energie GmbH
Thomas-Klestil-Platz 14, 1030 Vienna
Phone: +43 (0) 1 4004-0
E-mail: info@wienenergie.at, Web: www.wienenergie.at
Sector: Energy Provider
Number of employees: 2,185

Two million people, 230,000 trade and industrial
customers as well as 4,500 agricultural businesses
rely on Wien Energie – Austria’s largest energy
provider.
With a turnover of 1,677.4 million euros and 2,185
employees (2019), Wien Energie is one of the 30
companies with the highest turnover in Austria. This
makes us one of the largest employers in Vienna.

Progress is also playing an important role when it
comes to our employees. Everyone benefits from
flexible working conditions (home office, flexitime, etc.),
a dynamic environment with a wide range of tasks, and
future-oriented measures for personal and professional
development. We place particular emphasis on diversity
in our teams and the results-oriented and independent
work of our employees.
We take our responsibility seriously.

Today, energy is much more than electricity and heat.
It is about living comfort, mobility, data. Digitization is
creating new opportunities here. We are on hand for our
customers with numerous innovative services around
the clock. Always looking for the best solutions.
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Wien Energie GmbH is a company of Wiener Stadtwerke.

Wiener Linien GmbH & Co KG
Erdbergstraße 202, 1030 Vienna
Phone: +43 (0)1 7909 – 0
E-mail: post@wienerlinien.at, Web: www.wienerlinien.at
Sector: Transport & Traffic
Number of employees: 8,700

Who we are:
Wiener Linien GmbH & Co KG is a company of Wiener
Stadtwerke GmbH. We build and operate the underground, bus and tram network in Vienna and ensure
that 2.6 million passengers get to their destination
quickly, safely and comfortably every day. We operate
five underground-, 28 tram- and 128 bus lines in the
city.
The basis of our success:
More and more people in Vienna are using public transport and are buying the inexpensive annual ticket for
Wiener Linien. In 2020 there were more than 819,000
annual ticket holders. This was the fifth time in a row
that more people in Vienna had an annual ticket for
public transport than their own car.
What makes us special:
• Sustainability: Compared to cars, public transport
uses ten times less energy, is quieter and mostly
electric. Wiener Linien want to combine new forms
of mobility with one another and make the company
even more environmentally friendly and innovative
in the future.

• Diversity: With more than 8,700 employees,
Wiener Linien is one of the largest employers in
the city. Our employees come from 45 nations and
are just as diverse as Vienna and work in dozens of
professions. Equality between women and men is
particularly important to us and an essential part of
our corporate culture.
• Stability: Wiener Linien is managed according to
economic criteria. Our indirect owner, the City of
Vienna, stands for long-term stability. It guarantees through grants that the Viennese get excellent
connections at a fair price.
• Training: Promoting young people is a key issue at
Wiener Linien. Around 240 apprentices are currently
being trained in a wide variety of commercial and
technical occupations. In the next few years the
training program will be continuously expanded and
a new apprentice campus for a total of up to 480
apprentices will be built in Simmering. The takeover
rate of apprentices after their apprenticeship is very
high at over 90%.
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Wiener Netze GmbH
Erdbergstraße 236, 1110 Vienna
Phone.: +43 (0) 50 128-10100
E-mail: info@wienernetze.at, Web: www.wienernetze.at
Sector: Grid Operator
Number of employees: 2,400

We deliver power to homes as well as heat to
apartments and TV and internet to screens. Our
energy grid, 28,000 kilometres in length, provides power to over two million people in and
around Vienna.
Wiener Netze is Austria’s largest combined grid
operator: Our networks deliver electricity, gas, district
heating and telecommunication services to over two
million customers throughout Vienna as well as parts
of Lower Austria and Burgenland. 24 hours a day, 365
days a year.
We have been distributing energy to people for over
one hundred years. Today, more than 45 substations,
11,000 transformers and 2,400 experts safeguard
energy supplies. With 99.99% security of supply, our
energy grid is one of the best and most reliable worldwide.
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Networking for the future
Our commitment – “Networking for the future” – is
one that we keep day in, day out. To ensure that high
security of supply levels also exist in future, we will be
investing over a billion Euro in innovatively upgrading
our networks in the period to 2024. Because these are
lifelines of Vienna and the surrounding areas. In the
years to come, we will be focussing in particular on the
energy transition so that these networks can provide us
all with energy from renewable sources.
Wiener Netze is part of the Wiener Stadtwerke Group,
which is wholly owned by the City of Vienna. A workforce of 2,400 means that Wiener Netze is the top
infrastructure company in Vienna.

Zürich Versicherungs-Aktiengesellschaft
Schwarzenbergplatz 15, 1010 Vienna
Telefon: Service-Center: 08000 808080 / Direkt: +43-1-50125-0
E-Mail: service@at.zurich.com, Web: www.zurich.at, www.zurich-connect.at
Twitter: twitter.com/zurich_at, Facebook: www.facebook.com/zurichoesterreich/

About us
Zürich Versicherungs-Aktiengesellschaft is part of Zurich
Insurance Group AG, a global insurance corporation.
The brand name of Zürich Versicherungs-Aktiengesellschaft is Zurich. Our insurance company is one of
the biggest in Austria and owns the brands Zurich and
Zurich Connect. With about 1,300 employees in Austria,
we serve about 725,000 customers. We have received
a lot of awards for our products and services as well as
for our employer brand.
For those who really love
We insure people and companies. We offer insurance
coverage and provision products for our customers, an
explanation is found below. We care about customer
satisfaction. It is our aspiration to provide easy access
to information and to give professional advice to our
customers. Therefore, training and job-education is very
important to us.
Insurance for cars, apartments and everyday life
We offer insurance for everything people need and want
to protect in their daily lives. You can insure your car,
your apartment or your house. We also provide support
after severe accidents and court disputes.

Life insurances
The purpose of life insurances is protection: For the
family when someone dies, or for yourself when you
retire. We offer many different kinds of life insurances.
You can take out insurance for yourself as a private
person. And companies can take out insurance for their
employees.
Insurances for companies
We offer insurances for small, medium and large enterprises. From power plants to hairdressers, from global
corporations to tiny companies. Every enterprise needs
a different kind of insurance. We have the right solution
for almost every need. In this way, we ensure that our
customers worry less about their company.
We take care of society and communities
Zurich is a responsible and sustainable company. We
care about the world we live and work in. We support
organizations which help disadvantaged people, in
particular those who help children and adolescents.
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Pachern-Hauptstraße 88, 8075 Hart bei Graz
Phone: +43 (0) 316 / 49 33 77
E-Mail: office@schoolgames.eu

